Deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) brought revolution without any doubt to various challenging tasks, mainly in computer vision. However, their model designing still requires attention to reduce number of learnable parameters, with no meaningful reduction in performance. In this paper we investigate to what extend CNN may take advantage of pyramid structure typical of biological neurons. A generalized statement over convolutional layers from input till fully connected layer is introduced that helps further in understanding and designing a successful deep network. It reduces ambiguity, number of parameters, and their size on disk without degrading overall accuracy. Performance are shown on state-of-the-art models for MNIST, Cifar-10, Cifar-100, and ImageNet-12 datasets. Despite more than 80% reduction in parameters for Caffe LENET, challenging results are obtained. Further, despite 10 − 20% reduction in training data along with 10 − 40% reduction in parameters for Alexnet model and its variations, competitive results are achieved when compared to similar well-engineered deeper architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) plays a significant role in raising deep learning society. However, all these models use the same concept of producing feature maps in convolutional layer followed by a pooling layer to reduce the dimension of the map. Models such as Alexnet [1] , GoogleNet [2] , VGG [3] and many others [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] [8] asserts that the deeper you go, the more the network performs well. In addition, going deeper the models slightly changed the concept for avoiding vanishing of gradients by using class inference in consecutive convolution layers and max pooling layer, or using a layer wise softmax layer that re-boosts the vanishing gradients [2] , [3] , [9] . Others used new activation functions, weight updates regularization methods, class inferences, layer wise pre-training in supervised approaches which showed very promising results [5] , [8] . Increasing number of layers means increasing number of parameters in a network. With the introduction of Network in Network (NIN) model [10] , the issue of reducing parameters is further highlighted once again. However, it tends toward greater computation. As most of parameters exist in fully connected (FC) layers, therefore, C. Szegedy et al. [2] use sparsity reduction complex methodologies for refining the trained models. S. Han et al. [11] tried to learn connections in each layer instead of weights and than retraining the network for reducing number of parameters. Unfortunately, these aforementioned models are not suitable for real world mobile devices: since these enourmously rises the computational operations, the number of parameters is unarguably a substantial issue in application space and increases the memory cost due to large size of trained models on the disk.
Biological studies lead to the idea of Image pyramids (IP's) [12] . IP's shown to be an efficient data and processing structure for digital images in a variety of vision applications e.g. object, digit recognition [12] . IP's as well as NN are massively parallel in structure. Pyramids at their simplest are like stack of filtered images with exponentially reduced dimensions. Pyramids have a long relation with machine learning and computer vision. Several models have been proposed based on the concept of pyramids e.g. Neocognitron, early LENET, Pyramidal neural network, spatial pyramids, and several others [13] , [14] , [15] . In some recent works, pyramid structure is used only in one layer like the Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) [15] for pooling layer. H. Fan et al. [16] tried to use pyramid structure in its last Conv layer of CNN for face recognition on LFW and showed 97.5% accuracy. P. Wang et al. [17] utilizes pyramid structure better than the aforementioned work. They applied temporal pyramid pooling to enhance and use the temporal structure of videos just like spatial pyramids in [18] where, they incorporated weak spatial information of local features. Their pyramidal temporal pooling method showed better results than the state-of-the-art two-stream model [19] on HMDB1 dataset. On the other hand, models like PyraNet [14] , I-PyraNet [20] , LIPNET [21] and their extended models emphasized strict pyramidal structure from input till output. Their objective was to show that following strict pyramidal structure can enhance performance as compared to unrestricted models.
We have explored and proposed some basic hints about the main questions regarding CNN for image classification problem. The questions we have identified to answer are: impact of reversing number of kernels in a convolutional layer?, does reversing a model work in every case?, impact of strict pyramidal structure?, and how to reduce number of parameters without complex rules and loss of accuracy?. To answer these questions we have utilized some well-known state-of-the-art models e.g. LENET [13] , AlexNet and its modified referenced model BVLC Reference Caffe [1] . We have shown that the same number of filters can be used in different but pyramidal order without affecting the performance of the base network.
The rest of the paper is organized in four sections. In section II, a background of CNN and pyramidal models is provided. Section III introduce strictly pyramidal structure of CNN's (SPyr CNN), while section IV tries to answer questions about architecture and performance with our experimental results that we have achieved for referenced CNN's and SPyr CNN's. Finally, in section V, a conclusion is presented with some future directions.
II. BACKGROUND
There are four key ideas behind CNNs that take advantage of the properties of an image: local connections, shared weights, pooling and use of many layers. Deep models or specifically CNNs exploit the compositional hierarchies of the images; in which higher-level features are obtained by composing lower-level ones. For example, local combinations of edges form motifs, motifs assemble into parts, and parts form objects. The role of the convolutional layer is to detect local conjunctions of features from the previous layer i.e. edges, axons, etc.; whereas, pooling layers not only reduces dimensionality, but also merges semantically similar features into one. This helps in providing translation and scale invariance to small shifts and distortions. Y. Lecun's [13] early CNN followed strict pyramidal approach. In addition its weight sharing concept helped neural networks to reduce burden of large amount of trainable parameters. However, recent CNN's doesn't follow strict structure, although they reduced feature map size at each higher layer but increases number of maps as well which further increases total trainable parameters. Some of the well known models such as; AlexNet [1] that won ILSVRC had 60M parameters, DeepFace model with 120M parameters resulted in best face recognition accuracy, or a recent very deep model [3] that contains 133-144M parameters for getting about 24-30% top-1 error on ILSVRC-12 dataset starts from 96 feature maps and ends at 512 or more maps at a higher layer.
Therefore, some recent works like [22] and [10] highlighted the issue of memory usage in deep networks by reducing number of parameters. M. Lin et al. [10] proposed a unlikelier local patch modeling in CNN by replacing linear convolutions in each layer with convolving the input with a micro-network filter. This micro filter works like a multi-layer perceptron. This technique was extended and used in inception model [2] as a micronetworks modules. It works as dimensionality reduction to remove computational bottlenecks and reduce storage costs. Collins and Kohli [22] used sparsity-inducing regularizers during training to encourage zero-weight connections in the Conv and FC layers. T. Sanath et al. [23] exploited low-rank matrix factorization to reduce network parameters in FC layers. M. Denil et al. [24] tried to predict parameters from other parameters.
Strict pyramidal models [14] , [25] , [26] takes large amount of data as an input, refine it layer by layer in-order to reduce unwanted features and to enhance the final decision based on most likely and less number of unambiguous features. This gave base to many feature extraction and selection process in CV and ML. In computer vision, SPM with SIFT+FV technique dominated ILSVRC classification and detection competitions until AlexNet arrived [1] . Lazebnik et al. [15] introduces spatial pyramids technique which were mostly used for object recognition before deep CNN's. J. Masci et al. [27] used multi-scale pyramid pooling layer to get a fixed size input feature vector. Recently, a much deeper model was introduced having inspiration from both [15] and [27] . This spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [7] approach provides multiple fixed size inputs to FC layer with the help of pyramid pooling, which showed better results than normal fixed size input models e.g. Overfeat, AlexNet etc.
III. PYRAMIDAL STRUCTURE IN CNNS
Despite success of CNN, there is no principled way of finding good performing CNN architectures other than naive exploration of the architecture space. This is a question that many newcomers ask: how to arrange filters in each layer for modeling a good network? Less reasoning has been given other than; increasing number of maps as the network go deeper will give good results. Therefore, we have introduced simple rule of thumb when designing a CNN architecture based on the study of pyramidal neurons in the brain and human nature, highlighting this main question "If a deep CNN architecture with specific number of layers and filters works on a specific task, while keeping the number of layers same and reversing the number of filters, provided that it forms pyramidal structure, the resultant pyramidal architecture will result in same or better performance?"
This question highlights two main aspects. We ask for if a network still works, if reversed, and, secondly, if it works also with a pyramidal structure. In addition to pyramidal structure, hints about this question is taken from a trick in PCA approach, where only changing the order of the matrices in calculating covariance matrix, not only reduce the time complexity but also avoided memory overflow issue [28] . Answering this question thus helped in proposing a general rule of modeling a network by reducing a constant factor f of filters from layer l compare to previous layer l − 1 , other than better understanding the network behavior. Thus, we have investigated a strict pyramid network SPyr CNN architecture as shown in Fig. 1 . It starts from a big input/first layer and then refine the features at each higher layer, until it achieves a reduced most discriminative set of features as being done in [14] , [20] , [21] . Imposing strict pyramidal structure should not only retain and improve accuracy, but also retain/improve accuracy and reduce the number of parameters which results in less number of memory space on the disk. And this makes CNNs more feasible for applications where there is lack of memory. To achieve this goal, we will present experimental evidences based on comparison with state-of-the-art models and datasets in the following section.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We will provide empirical evidence that a SPyr CNN on small to large benchmark datasets MNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-12 performs similarly or better than com- plex state-of-the-art deep CNN models despite reduction in parameters. MNIST is a well-known 10 class hand written digits recognition dataset [29] . It consists of 60000 training and 10000 testing images. Cifar-10 is an object recognition dataset [30] . It consists of 60000 colour images with 6000 images per class. In each class 5000 images are used for training where as remaining 1000 images are used for testing. We have used these datasets to perform an in depth study of different models based on comparison with state-of-the-art, since the CNN can be easily trained and tested with reasonable computing and time cost. Cifar-100 is also an object recognition dataset having 100 classes but same number of images as Cifar-10 [30] . However, due to less images per class that results in less training data, it is considered medium size challenging dataset. ImageNet-2012 dataset consist of 1000-classes [31] . It comprises of 1.2 million training images and 50,000 validation images (used as testing set). The results are measured by top-1 and top-5 error rates. We have only used the provided data for training; all the results were evaluated on the validation set. Top-5 error rate is the metric officially used to rank the methods in the classification challenge. We perform two different experiments in order to evaluate power of pyramidal networks, i.e. with full training sets and with reduced training sets. Hence we reduced 10% and 20% randomly selected images from Cifar-100 and ILSVRC-12 training dataset. To generalize a common rule of selecting number of filters in each layer of a deep network, we used Cifar-10 and ILSVRC-12 for examining the best decrement factor for a successful model. These models will be explored in the up-coming sections. Strict pyramidal models will be represented by SPyr in beginning of each model. We have implemented these SPyr CNN models on widely deployed Caffe [4] framework. The hyperparameters for training setup are all same as Alexnet model and its variant BVLC Refference Caffe (BVLC Ref ) model in Caffe [4] i.e. weight decay as 0.0005, momentum as 0.9, and dropout of 0.5 is used in FC layers. In pre-processing nothing sophisticated has been done. We only used off-theshelf normalization method available with Caffe. However, the learning parameters vary according to the dataset and respective state-of-the-art method being used in literature. To calculate number of parameters for each layer we adopted number of parameters as R1×R2×C ×M , where R1 and R2 are rows and column size of kernel, C is number of channels in that layer, and M represents number of kernels for upper layer that will results in M output feature maps.
A. Impact of Pyramidal Structure
Few standard CNN architectures are examined for the impact of reversing and imposing a pyramidal structure to the networks. The optimal result for MNIST and Cifar-10 is shown respectively by Caffe LENET and C10 in Table. I. Caffe LENET has 20 filters in first convolutional layer (C1) and 50 filters in second convolutional layer (C2). If we reverse it i.e. C1 = 50 and C2 = 20, we call it SPyr Rev LENET and it resulted in competitive accuracy as shown in Table. I. Same is the case for Cifar-10 i.e. SPyr Rev C10. Cifar-100 consisted of 50 images per class consisting of 50000 training images. This makes it really challenging and we faced a 0.37% loss in overall accuracy as shown in Table. I. SPyr Rev C100. BVLC Ref is similar to Alexnet but with a slight change in order of pooling and normalization layer [4] . BVLC Ref model in reverse does not provide a pyramidal structure i.e. Rev BVLC Ref has 256, 384, 384, 256, and 96 kernels at C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, respectively. As expected, it does not learn. Therefore, we rearranged it, not only with the aim to provide a pyramidal structure but also maintaining the same number of filters. Hence, Table. I. SPyr Rev BVLC gets 352 kernels in C1 and C2, followed by 256 kernels in C3 and C4. Finally, C5 layer gets 160 kernels due to adding 32 kernels from C1 and C2. As shown, reverse SPyr models helped each standard CNN model in increasing and retaining overall performance. However, in big networks we learned one important point: if the reverse of a model doesn't result in pyramidal structure, the performance will drop or the network will not learn at all; this is true in the case of Rev BVLC Ref model.
The question of how many kernels one should have at first layer or at each layer is still not fully theoretically asserted and is an open research problem. However, in our experiments with SPyr CNN's, we experimented that the size of last 'conv' (C5) layer has high impact on overall accuracy. Therefore, we concluded that there should be enough number of filters at first layer (C1), so that, after reduction in several layers, the last convolutional layer could get almost 40-60% of the filters in C1. Otherwise, there would be a 1-3% increase in error rate, or in worse case, it will not learn at all, e.g. Rev BVLC Ref. This is achieved reducing the number of kernels by a factor f = 10, 15, 20% from each layer to the next one, as shown in Table. III. This ensures pure pyramid structure unlike SPyr Rev BVLC where we had two layers having the same number of kernels. We also tested the model on Cifar-10 and ImageNet. Cifar-10 shows that with 10-15% 
B. Parameter Reduction & Size on Disk
Another big impact of SPyr approach is its reduction of parameters. It results in less size of trained model on disk as can be seen in Table. II. We did a number of experiments with MNIST to see how much we can reduce parameters. At first glance, SPyr Rev LENET reduced 55.5% parameters and enhanced performance by 0.02%. This reduction in parameters resulted in less space on disk i.e. with 431K parameters it needs 1.685MB whereas, later it took 0.749MB space on disk. We examined it further and designed SPyr LENET with 80% reduction in parameters. It resulted in 0.03% enhancement over Caffe LENET. However, when we reduced more than 90% of parameters from convolutional and FC layers, it retained same accuracy as shown in Table. II. SPyr LENET*. SPyr LENET** shows that if we concern about accuracy instead of memory space, than SPyr models can perform much better. Similarly for Cifar-10 and Cifar-100, reverse models in for 1% less accuracy, respectively. This is due to proper model selection having 10 − 20 million fewer parameters resulting in reduction of ambiguity. Reduction is not only in 'Conv' layers but also from 'FC' due to less maps connected to neurons. These results showed that this approach can provide significant difference in specific real world application, where lack of memory storage is an issue.
S. Han et al. [11] reduced parameters with a time consuming three step process. Rather than training weights, they learn those connections which are more important at first step, followed by pruning those connections, and retraining the remaining connection and their weights at final step. They achieved 99.23% accuracy with 12x reduction in parameters but consumed 2x more time than normal, as shown in Table. II. Caffe LENET. In addition, they applied complex regularization and loss functions to find the optimal results. However, SPyr LENET** achieved 99.24% accuracy with about 50% reduction in parameters and almost same amount of time (i.e. 47.6s ± 1 on NVIDIA Quadro K4200 GPU) as Caffe LENET (other simulations were also running on same computer). See for this Table. II. Further, our reduction is not only done in 'FC' layers but also in 'Conv' layers unlike the LeNet-5 Pruned Table. II. (F) [11] which reduced parameters mainly in 'FC' layer. Alexnet Pruned [11] achieved same result with 6.7M parameters, but their model took about 700K to 1000K iterations. Whereas, we achieved same results with simple techniques, 10M reduction in parameters and same number of 450K iterations. However, due to more maps in initial layer, our model takes slightly more time than BVLC Ref. In Fig. 3 , D100 Model 1 shows one of our pyramidal models that reduced 30.9623% parameters with only 0.0142% degradation in performance compared to reference model. Table. IV summarizes the best models interms of parameters and accuracy for MNIST, Cifar-10, Cifar-100 and ILSVRC-12.
C. Performance of Pyramidal Models with Less data
One of the questions raised against CNN is that it doesn't work if small datasets are available. Therefore, we tested SPyr CNN's with reduced data. We divided Cifar-100 and ILSVRC-12 in two new random training sets, i.e. 90% and 80% of the original one. Despite reduction of 150K and 300K randomly selected images for test1 and test2, respectively, we got only 1% gradual degradation in overall accuracy (see Table. V). So, if we properly understand CNNs, we can model such architectures in order to provide optimal results even with small training datasets. Our top-1 accuracy even with 90% data is better than reported in [22] by 0.4%. However, when we reduced data other than 10%, the performance drops down below 0.7%.
Performance of our SPyr CNN C100 with reduced data while training is shown in Fig. 2 (with 100%, 90% and 80% training data). Not only the model with 100% training data, but also the models with 90% and 80% data learn smoothly. Similarly, to see the training behavior of ILSVRC-12 with reduced data, Fig. 4 shows its learning behavior during training. Whereas, their performance through out the training process is shown in Fig. 3 . The behavior for SPyr BVLC Ref with 100% (D100 percent), 90% (D90 percent) and 80% (D80 percent) is almost smooth without any big falls or degradation. Curves shows almost similar nature despite less training data.
D. Comparison with State-of-the-art
We compared the pyramidal structure mainly with Caffe reference models i.e. AlexNet and BVLC Ref as well as some state-of-the-art models as can be seen in Table. VI. Our SPyr LENET model for MNIST outperformed based model as discussed in section IV-B. We achieved comparable results in case of Cifar-10 and Cifar-100 from the base models i.e. Fig. 3 . Comparison of Validation Accuracy with less data after each 10000 iterations for total of 450000 iterations Fig. 4 . Training Loss with 10000 iterations difference for total of 450000 iterations 81.65% vs 83.34% or 58.64% vs 58.27%. However, in comparison to models like [32] , [10] , our results are 5 − 8% less accurate. By observing their model, unlike ours, they contain a million parameters as well as results from sophisticated and complex models whereas, we achieved with following our assumption of reversing and imposing a SPyr structure. Hence, if we neglect memory and increase parameters by increasing the SPyr network, the performance improves. In case of large scale dataset, the results were quite promising in terms of accuracy. However, it took slightly more time due to more maps at initial layers. This limitation can be avoided by selecting a proper model. As SPyr LENET* showed that SPyr models can provide better or competitive results even with smaller number of kernels. In terms of reduction of parameters, recent models i.e. Table. VI. (F) [22] and (G) [11] reduced far more parameters than our models Table. VI. (C) and (D), but they achieved less top-1 and top-5 error for ILSVRC-12.
Some researchers are trying to avoid fully connected layers as majority of parameters are from those layers. Though, it should be noticed that these layers have great impact on over all accuracy. These are highly dependent on 2D or 3D layers. Therefore, one of the solution is to reduce the size of the last convolutional layer as-well-as number of neurons in specific order. Pyramidal structure is quite feasible for this scenario. We used pyramid structure in FC layers as can be seen in Table. II. (N), (O), and (Q). Table. II. (N) shows better result by following SPyr structure while Table. II. (O) fallback with only 0.63%, whereas, Table. II. (Q) gives the best result by reducing kernels and neurons at a constant factor of 10. To visualize and understand the output of our trained model, we have shown output maps resulted by first layer of trained BVLC Ref model and our SPyr BVLC Ref in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The maps produced by our model are more clear, smooth and understandable as compare to the maps Model Cifar-100
Error % C100 44.49 Stochastic Pooling [18] 42.51 SPyr C100 41.73 NIN [10] 35.68 Deeply Supervised Networks [32] 34.57 --ILSVRC-12 (A) Alexnet [4] (B) BVLC Ref [ Still, a more detailed analysis is desired to precisely assess the effect of SPyr architectures on new deep models and ImageNet datasets. Such a comprehensive quantitative study using multiple networks is extremely time demanding and thus out of the scope of this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated empirically that giving pyramidal structure to CNN's can lead a scale down in the number of parameters as well as less solver memory consumption on disk, hence producing competitive results. Our experimental analysis was carried out on four standard datasets, which showed the effectiveness of the pyramidal structure. Training with reduced training data showed similar and smooth learning with slight decrease in overall accuracy i.e. about 0.5 − 1% decrease with each 10% reduction. A suggestion for selecting number of kernels in each layer, especially first and last convolutional layer is given. In a sense, it makes it even more surprising that simple strict pyramidal model outperforms many existing sophisticated approaches.
